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Design Principles for Content Creation in Location-Based 

Games 
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Location-based games have been around since 2000 across various fields, including education, health, and en- 

tertainment. The main challenge facing such games is content generation. In contrast to normal games, con- 

tent in location-based games is inherently dependent on location. The biggest challenge is the availability of 

the content globally. Other challenges include player engagement, enjoyable interactions with the real-world 

environment, safety, and customizability based on player performance and preference. While crowdsourcing 

has often been adopted as a tool for content creation, this approach requires quality control. Designing high- 

quality content requires detailed guidelines. In this paper, we introduce design principles for the creation of 

high-quality content that can survive for long periods of time. These principles are derived from ten years of 

experience running our in-house orienteering treasure-hunt game called O-Mopsi , which represents a case 

study in this paper. O-Mopsi allows players to visit pre-defined locations. The design principles are expected to 

be generalizable to other location-based games as well as to the creation of sightseeing tours more generally. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

ocation-based games (LBGs) represent a relatively new game genre that leverages the posi-
ioning capabilities of modern smartphones. The genre’s defining feature entails making players
ove around in the real world to perform actions in the game related to their physical location or

nteractions with other players. Augmented reality is often incorporated into LBGs like Pokémon

O to enhance the gameplay experience, though traditional treasure-hunt games like Geocaching

enerally focus purely on visiting pre-defined locations and interacting with whatever exists there.
reating content for LBGs represents the biggest challenge for global scaling, as content must be

ocalized to every playing area. Even simple treasure-hunt games require a massive number of
egistered locations around the world. Even players of widely popular LBGs like Pokémon GO and
ngress often complain about a lack of locations. In fact, many LBGs do not even try to appeal to
n international audience, limiting themselves to specific locations for the sake of practicality. 
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Some attempts have been made to transfer content from one location to another for games that
ely on storylines based on generic place types, such as cafés, shops, and libraries [ 1 ]. However,
hey still require large target databases. This is somewhat easier for games like Pokémon Go , the
ocations of which do not need to be specific points of interest (POIs) —any random location can
ork so long as it can be safely accessed by players. Geocaching , on the other hand, has succeeded
y outsourcing content creation to its players through the creation of a strong community culture,
hich motivates players to create new caches and maintain the quality of existing ones [ 2 ]. A good
ame includes themes, (possibly) a storyline, a size, and a layout all of a high quality. If the game is
o be played in one go, then the required walking distance should be reasonable, around 1–3 km.
or games played across multiple sessions, the required walking distance may be larger. If finding
ocations is an essential part of the game, the game layout should involve some challenges. For
xample, O-Mopsi discretely includes the open-loop traveling salesperson problem , which provides
 puzzle-like experience [ 3 ]. A target layout that creates a clear linear sequence may not present
 sufficient challenge and, in turn, reduce player enjoyment; however, such a simple layout could
e preferable for sightseeing tours. 
This paper focuses on content-creation mechanisms in treasure-hunt games. We assume that

he game logic (rules and goals of the game) is fixed but that the playground (game scenarios)
aries and must be tailored to each location. If we have a large collection of target locations, the
ontent-creation process is simplified to the selection of the best possible subset near the player’s
ocation. However, having a large collection of candidate locations is what most games are missing.
he challenge is creating such a large collection anywhere in the world—and who creates it. We
onsider the following possibilities: 

(1) Engage in manual creation by admins 
(2) Encourage user-generated content via crowdsourcing 

(3) Use external service providers 
(4) Collect via web crawling 

o matter which option we choose, the main challenge is quality control. Positive playing experi-
nces require meaningful content that relates to its location. Quality is primarily a concern when
aterial is automatically collected from the web or produced by external service providers whose

ontent may be created for non-gaming purposes. 
But what constitutes high quality? This question has been addressed by many researchers [ 2 , 6 ,

0 , 31 , 42 , 48 , 56 ], as it is the most important individual factor in terms of attracting players. Several
actors have already been identified. First, it is generally acknowledged that locations should be
ccessible and safe to visit—the basic requirement for any content. Pang et al. [ 4 ] reported that
articipants in their experiments understood how to create content but not how to make high-
uality content. One of their recommendations is for visual clues to not be overly ambiguous to
nsure that players can find the target. Lu et al. [ 5 ] observed that participants were very creative in
ontent creation but lacked accuracy in the details. It is unlikely that we can simply teach creativity
o content creators, but we can try to identify the most common mistakes and help people to avoid
hem. 

Quality control can be managed in several ways. Player reviews are common, but there is simply
oo much content in LBGs to review, as playing activities are distributed across so many different
ocations. In fact, the rate of individual games receiving any review remains below 50% [ 6 ]. This
hows a clear limitation of review-based quality control in LBGs. 

But what actually constitutes content in treasure-hunt games? The main requirement is simple:
ave a place to visit. It can be any POI—a place with something interesting or notable that warrants
 visit. We call such locations targets , as they do not need to be magnificent landmarks or tourist
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 1. Example of typical targets in O-Mopsi game. 
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ttractions; they just need to be easily identifiable. Examples of targets from O-Mopsi are shown
n Figure 1 . 

In O-Mopsi , content is presented to players before they arrive at a POI, with the name of the place
nd its geotagged image already available. Other games may present players with tasks, such as
aking pictures, answering questions, or learning about the story behind the target. 

In this paper, we present design principles for content creation in location-based games. The
rinciples have been developed based on our long-term experience creating and playing games.
igh-quality content is a key factor behind player immersion. We focus on individual targets

onsisting of three items: name, location, and media content. The five design principles are: 

(1) Attractiveness 
(2) Accessibility 

(3) Location clarity 

(4) Identifiability 

(5) Lifetime of a target 

These design principles may be viewed as quality criteria for the targets in the game. They aim
o support admins in content creation, but they can also be used in the creation of crowdsourcing
uidelines, which may facilitate a semi-automated approach through which content is generated
utomatically but crowdsourcing is used for quality control. Some of the guidelines may even be
uitable for automatic content validation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we review existing location-
ased games. In Section 3 , we discuss content creation and quality control. In Section 4 , we briefly
ssess O-Mopsi , a mobile orienteering game. In Section 5 , we introduce the design principles using
-Mopsi as a case study. In Section 6 , we discuss validation with survey results among players.
inally, in Section 7 , we draw some conclusions and outline potential avenues for future work. 

 LOCATION-BASED GAMES 

his section reviews the various types of location-based games with a particular focus on educa-
ional games and motivational aspects. 

Geo-caching is the oldest location-based game that is still popular globally. Players seek hidden
ontainers called caches , each of which contains a logbook and small items for trading. Other
reasure-hunt games have been developed since Geo-caching , but it remains one of the few that
ave survived up to today. 
Pokémon GO was a cultural sensation when it launched in 2016, garnering massive commercial

uccess. It is widely credited for popularizing both location-based games and augmented reality.
he gameplay revolves around wandering around the real-world environment to find and catch
ild pokémon creatures. Using augmented reality, players see the pokémon in the real world and

oss pokéballs at them to catch them. 
Harry Potter: Wizards Unite is similar to Pokémon GO , but players search for Foundables—magical

tems from the Harry Potter universe—instead of pokémon. Ingress Prime requires players to
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 2. Typical genres of location-based games. 
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nteract with target locations, called portals , which are typically public art installations, such as
tatues, monuments, historic buildings, and outdoor murals. Minecraft Earth was centered around
xploring, gathering resources, crafting, and building structures. In Landlord , the player starts with
 generous loan of in-game currency that they must invest to become a real estate mogul [ 7 , 8 ]. 

.1 LBG Categories 

e consider there to be five LBG categories in terms of gameplay motifs: fantasy and role-playing,

otivational, learning, adventure/action , and treasure hunt . These categories are the result of our
ynthesis of all possible categories used in the LBG games discussed in this paper as follows. We
rst took the most relevant listed category (or tag) of each game, as found in the literature or in
he Google Play store, and then selected the five most descriptive. 

Fantasy and role-playing: LBGs that involve fantasy and role-playing elements are very pop-
lar. They combine augmented reality with real-world navigation. Randonautica is similar to Geo-

aching , but it features mystical elements. In Ingress [ 9 ], reality is augmented by a story of a
owerful alien energy and two factions fighting for control over the game map. 
Maguss is a massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) in which

layers are wizards who cast spells, battle magical creatures, and duel other players for glory
nd treasure. In Orna: The GPS RPG , players explore a fantasy world, defeat monsters, upgrade
quipment, and fight against one another. Ghostbusters World requires players to clear ghosts
rom the world, discover hidden locations, and level up their powers as they run around their
aunted neighborhood. Dragon Quest Walk is a role-playing game available only in Japan. Its
ameplay is centered around interacting with various monsters and characters from the Dragon
uest series. Players battle monsters to obtain items and strengthen their character in order to
dvance through various quests. 

Laato et al. [ 10 ] identified six sub-genres of location-based games: (1) treasure-hunt games;
2) MMORPG; (3) spatially aware games; (4) geolocation games; (5) movement-dependent games;
nd (6) miscellaneous games. This paper focuses on the first sub-genre: treasure-hunt games. The
enre categorizations used by the Google Play store are shown in Figure 2 . Treasure-hunt games
elong to the adventure genre. 
Motivational: Games are typically created just for fun but many have begun to be motivated

y their health effects [ 11 ]. Ristinummi 2.0 is a game similar to Geo-Caching that features narrative
lements [ 12 ] with the aim of encouraging elderly people to socialize and be physically active by
xploring local places. Playing Pokémon GO has also been reported to help players to overcome
ocial barriers, reduce anxiety, lose weight, and connect with others who share their passions.
asapakis and Gavalas [ 13 ] state that the most preferred characteristics of Ingress , according to

he players, were being outdoors (1 st ), exploring the environment (2 nd ), and socializing (3 rd ). 
Learning: Some games aim to be useful and informative. City Explorer [ 4 ] is a mobile game that

llows people to explore areas and learn information about the local community. It encourages
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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layers to share content related to their trips. Experimental results showed that people were less
nterested in face-to-face interactions and that the need for personal space was more important
han interaction with new communities. Its players were interested in the detour challenges only
hen they had spare time (e.g., they missed a bus and needed to kill time). TaleBlazer is one of the
ost cited platforms for creating and playing location-based augmented-reality games in learning

ontexts [ 57 ]. 
Adventure/Action games: Many games are centered around action. In GeoSnake [ 6 ], players
ust visit several places in a way that prevents their travel path from crossing itself. In Street

rt Gangs [ 14 ], teams compete to dominate predefined locations around downtown Oulu, Finland
y physically tagging them. The game can be played both in the real world and in a completely
irtual manner. Players prefer to play the game on real city streets, while the added value of the
irtual game remains marginal. The size of the game in terms of both the area and number of
aggable locations has major impacts on gameplay. A larger game area and a larger set of taggable
ocations appear to mask many of the problems that players of location-based games have with
ocation uncertainty. 

Treasure-hunt: In treasure-hunt games, people simply need to find locations, which we refer
o as targets . In Big Game Huntr [ 15 ], players need to find targets based on clues and either take
hotographs of the specified objects or complete some tasks to gain points. Game developers must
hen accept the validity of the photographs. The targets can be landmarks, decorations (e.g., Christ-
as lights), or actions (e.g., the conga). In Barbarossa [ 16 ], the player acts as a knight of St. John

rying to liberate a conquered city by eliminating his enemies. The targets include quests that align
ith the history of Mytilene. Tidy City [ 17 ] used riddles with a task to determine the real-world

ocations that each riddle describes and verify it by visiting the location. Players are rewarded with
oints for solving riddles, and these solutions become descriptors for new locations. 

.2 Stories and Educational Games 

any games involve a storyline or an overall mission. Zombies, Run! [ 62 ] is an immersive running
ame in which players take on the role of a character called Runner 5 in a series of missions that
equire them to run while listening to various audio narrations to uncover the story. CodeRunner

 63 ] is a spy game in which the player takes on the role of an undercover agent and completes
imulated espionage missions. It uses real locations as mission targets that players must visit to
lay through the story. Jurassic World Alive [ 64 ] requires players to explore the real world to collect
inosaur DNA. The collected DNA is used to create a squad of dinosaurs that players can use to
attle against one another in real-time matches. 

Games involving storylines are often called one-off games because, once played, repeating the
ame game is largely unappealing. The stories can be informative, educational, or fictional. Envi-

onmental Detectives [ 65 ] was the first location-based educational game, created by Massachusetts

nstitute of Technology (MIT) and aimed at high school and university students. The gameplay
equires players to uncover the source of a toxin spill on their campus. 

Educational games can be made on any topic. For example, Savannah [ 18 ] teaches players to
nderstand the behavior of lions through personal experience, helping them to understand the
aily key decisions that lions make to survive in the wild. Many subjects are not easy to transform
nto a location-based game—but attempts have still been made. For example, in [ 19 ], players act
s consultants who interview virtual characters around their campus to receive information about
usiness practices. However, the character locations have nothing to do with the subject matter;
t simply serves to move business education out of the classroom. 

Evidence suggests that students can make significant learning gains through game-based learn-
ng relative to classroom settings [ 20 ]. However, just being location-aware and moving teaching
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 3. Examples of potential educational games created using a simple application like O-Mopsi . Biology is 
likely the most straightforward topic in terms of practical implementation. 
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eyond the classroom are not enough to improve performance; designing high-quality content is
mportant [ 21 ]. Educational games can be easily created for biology by marking natural objects
ith brief descriptions, such as the names of different tree types. Other particularly suitable sub-

ects for educational games include local history (see Figure 3 ). 
Education on local history has been the driving motivation behind several location-based games.

’Munaciedd [ 22 ] was designed for children. It combines having fun with learning at historical sites
n the city of Matera. The Heraklion Fortification Gates [ 23 ] is a game that enables players to study
he history of the Venetian walls of the city of Heraklion (Crete). When a player reaches a gate, the
ame offers information about the history of that gate. Notably, such games must have interesting
esign and content to attract and maintain players’ interest. Oftentimes, specialists must aid in the
evelopment process to create the content and design the learning path for the game. 
Frequency 1550 [ 24 ] was developed to help first-year students in secondary education to acquire

istorical knowledge about medieval Amsterdam. Evidence shows that players gained significantly
ore knowledge than people who received standard history lessons. Premierløytnant Bielke [ 25 ]

eaches the history of Berged during the Napoleonic Wars (1803–1815). In Hidden Lion [ 26 ], players
ander around the city of Anping, Taiwan to find the sword lions. Once they find one, players are
rompted to learn the background story of that particular sword lion. 
Museums constitute another suitable context for location-based games. Museum Scrabble [ 27 ]

ims to engage students, making them focus on specific information about a set of key exhibits and
hen use their imagination to search for relevant exhibits in the museum. LieksaMyst [ 28 ] is a story-
ased role-playing game, aimed at motivating children and young adults. The gameplay takes the
layer back in time to meet fictional characters who are said to have once lived in the old buildings
f Pielinen Museum. Mystery at the Museum [ 29 ] is an interactive mystery game designed to engage
isitors more broadly across various museum exhibits and promote collaboration between visitors.

Overall, developing narratives and educational games requires more effort and knowledge about
eans of creating pedagogical content. For this reason, many educational games make people
ander around without utilizing their surroundings. With this approach, content creation does
ot differ much from the creation of traditional educational content. This reduces public interest

n the game, as context-related quests are generally regarded as higher-quality [ 30 ]. 
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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 CONTENT CREATION 

n this section, we provide a review of the literature on existing solutions for content creation.
pen questions are who creates the content, and how do they create it? How can we maintain

ffective quality control? What exactly is the content in location-based games? We also study how
idely the proposed design principles have been used in the literature. 

.1 User-Generated Content 

ppermann and Slussareff [ 31 ] argued that creation of location-based games requires different
kills: programming, game design, and content creation. They also noted that content is typically
ssumed to be created by game developers. However, this is not always the case [ 31 ]. Ideally, games
ould be able to be played anywhere, but creating content for every city across the world would

equire a massive amount of effort. As a result, even the most popular games are not available
orldwide [ 32 ]. 
Pokémon GO and Ingress are two widely spread games. They both share a community-built data-

ase of locations around the world, but users still complain about a lack of locations in many areas.
ne reason why Geo-Caching has remained popular is that it has succeeded in the realm of content

reation. According to Neustaedeter et al. [ 2 ], the ability of players to create their own content and
onitor the content of others has greatly contributed to the success of the game. They listed three

ame categories based on who creates the content: 

(1) Admins 
(2) Players 
(3) Computer 

Some examples of games for which admins create content are Ambient Wood, Savannah, Trea-

ure, Uncle Roy, and Anywhere. EyeSpy and Geo-Caching are games that rely on players. Games for
hich content is automatically generated during gameplay include Feeding Yoshi, CYSMN?, Ran-

onautica , and Blowtooth . Games like O-Mopsi, Ingress Prime, and Pokémon GO allow both admins
nd players to create content (see Table 1 ). 

Due to the challenges of content creation, most games are limited to specific locations and
eavily depend on organized support teams to maintain both new content and content quality.
asapakis and Gavalas [ 6 ] argued that manual content creation is not incompatible with porta-
ility, concluding that user-generated content constitutes the only practical option. Their exper-
ments with Barbarossa confirmed that user-generated content can enhance gameplay quality.
owever, while players appreciated the game’s concept, they were critical of its user-generated

ontent. 
Allowing non-experts to generate content for games has two major challenges: 

• How can we motivate users to create content? 
• How can we guarantee the quality of user-generated content? 

Geo-Caching ’s long history has created a strong culture among the player base. It helps to ensure
hat players are highly motivated to create content as well as monitor the quality of the caches.
ne example of this type of playing culture is that there is no written rule saying “report muggle

ctivity .” However, players have learned to do it anyway, as it is important that muggles (non-
layers) do not see the caches [ 2 ]. 
Newer games may not have such influential cultures among the player base. As a result, explicit

ools are necessary to encourage both content creation and quality control. Casey et al. [ 33 ] argued
hat a meaningful reward system is necessary to motivate players to create content. Massung et al.
 34 ] compared three mobile crowdsourcing alternatives: first, financial rewards; second, virtual
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Table 1. Content-Creation Sources of Different Games 

Game: Genre Content Creation: 

Administrators Players Computers 

Ambient Wood [ 2 ] Learning ✓ 

Savannah [ 18 ] Learning ✓ 

Treasure [ 2 ] Treasure-Hunt ✓ 

Uncle Roy [ 2 ] Adventure/Action ✓ 

Anywhere [ 2 ] Learning ✓ 

EyeSpy [ 35 ] Crowdsourcing/Motivational ✓ 

Geo-Caching [ 2 ] Treasure-Hunt ✓ 

O-Mopsi [ 3 ] Treasure-Hunt ✓ ✓ 

Feeding Yoshi [ 2 ] Adventure/Action ✓ 

CYSMN? [ 2 ] Adventure/Action ✓ 

Blowtooth [ 2 ] Action ✓ 

Randonautica [ 66 ] Adventure/Action ✓ 

Ingress Prime [ 8 ] Adventure/Action ✓ ✓ 

Pokémon GO [ 58 ] Adventure/Action ✓ ✓ 

Harry Potter: Wizards Unite [ 67 ] Adventure/Action ✓ 

Jurassic World Alive [ 64 ] Adventure/Action ✓ 

Walking Dead: Our World [ 68 ] Action ✓ 

Draconious Go [ 68 ] Adventure/Action ✓ 

Niantic Wayfarer [ 61 ] Maps and navigation ✓ 
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ewards; third, no rewards. The application with financial rewards generated the most content,
hile the one without any rewards generated the least. However, there was no notable difference

n quality. 
In EyeSpy [ 35 ] players share pictures of locations with others, who then try to determine where

he pictures were taken. Goh et al. [ 36 ] created two different applications for content collection:
 competitive game and a non-gamified application. They found that the game generated twice as
uch content as the non-gamified application. This suggests that there can be two different types

f games: one for the purpose of content collection and another that depends on pre-existing
ontent. Why make collection burdensome when it can be fun? 

Giannakos and Jaccheri [ 37 ] found that ease and usefulness are the most important factors that
otivate teenage students to participate in creative game development. Ukpabi and Karjaluoto

 38 ] listed several factors that affect user-generated content creation, including usefulness , ease of
se, and attitude. Similar results were reported by Giannakos and Jaccheri [ 39 ] who found out that
ase and usefulness were the most important contributors—even more important than enjoyment
nd satisfaction. 

Harjarnis et al. [ 1 ] introduced the concept of location translation , which aims to shift a game’s
pplicability to a completely different location. The concept was created for alternate-reality games
ith a story represented as a dependency graph in which each node corresponds to a story event,

nd the (directed) links impose constraints on the order in which events may be visited. Given
 set of event locations, txhe idea is to find another set of locations that (1) maximizes the sim-
larity of their content and (2) minimizes the physical distance between adjacent locations. For
xample, if the location is at a shop in the original game, it would be preferable for it to be at
 shop in the new game as well. This pursuit of translation effectively becomes an optimization
roblem called minimum balancing difference [ 32 ]. While this approach is towards automating the
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 4. O-Mopsi (left) interface showing targets on a map. Each target comprises three elements: name, 
location, and picture. The number on one image indicates that it is a cluster of two targets, only one of 
which is shown. To see both targets, users must zoom in on the map. Randonautica (right) interface shows 
an example of a generated target for a player to explore. 
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ontent-creation process, it focuses on the layout problem; the candidate locations must still be
ound some other way. 

.2 Content in Treasure-hunt Games 

hat content do we need in treasure-hunt games? The main rule is that content should be cou-
led with locations that correspond to publicly available POIs, such as well-known landmarks. In
rienteering games like O-Mopsi , any identifiable target can work, as the main challenge is finding
he targets in an efficient manner (or simply collecting all of the targets). 

In addition to location, targets consist of media items (usually photos) and name. Questions and
torylines can be attached to the targets, especially in educational games. Tidy City [ 17 ] displays
iddles on a map, and players must determine which real-world location each riddle describes and
erify it by physically visiting that location. However, in games like Randonautica , targets contain
o media items; players need to explore interesting objects based purely on their own interest.
igure 4 presents examples of O-Mopsi and Randonautica showcasing nearby targets. 

FitzGerald [ 40 ] analyzed user-generated content and found that 92% of games contained pho-
os. Short text descriptions were present in 88% of games, while specific information about ob-
ect shape, color, or size was present in 68% of games. Augmented reality has also been utilized.
ochrane [ 41 ] provided a conceptual framework for implementing student-generated mobile vir-

ual reality within a design-based research methodology across three disciplines: paramedicine,
ournalism, and new media production. One downside is that if a game’s design is highly visual,
t may lead users to focus on the screen space and forget about their environment [ 31 ], leading to
afety issues. 

.3 Quality of the Content 

he main challenge of user-generated content is guaranteeing a certain level of quality. Matyas
t al. [ 42 ] argued that data crowdsourced from non-expert users is rarely of high quality. While
dmins are experienced in their game and its content-creation method, even a good player may
ot have sufficient experience to create interesting content and avoid typical pitfalls (see Figure 5 ).
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 5. Examples of problems that lower content quality. 
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ost of the earliest systems used either use review-based quality-control mechanisms or had no
uality control at all. According to Matyas et al. [ 6 ], the standard review rate lies between approx-
mately 30% and 40% of content, meaning that more than half of data is of an unknown quality.
his clearly restricts the usefulness of review-based quality control. 
But how do we define “high-quality content?” Neustaedter and Judge [ 43 ] listed the following

roblems regarding Treasure Hunt , a game similar to Geo-Caching : visibility, accessibility, layout,
nd ease of identification. Visibility problems meant that the game struggled to strike a balance
etween treasure being hidden and the avoidance of excessive ambiguity. Accessibility problems
efer to locations that cannot be entered without trespassing. Layout problems refer to treasures
eing too far apart. Finally, ease-of-identification issues refer to treasures being too difficult to find
r even missing. These problems caused countless issues with users, especially new users. Partici-
ants understood how to create content—but not high-quality content. Their conclusion was that
ontent must be reviewed for quality. The main issue they ran into was that reviewing content
uality on specific targets is difficult without actually visiting those targets. Ultimately, they con-
luded that user-generated content should be permitted only once the game has established a
ertain level of maturity. 

Neustaedter et al. [ 2 ] made similar observations about Geo-Caching . Rather than visiting the
aches themselves, most cache creators relied on logs that people wrote about their cache expe-
iences to help maintain them. This approach corresponds to review-based quality monitoring. In
ther words, cache creators generally relied on players who visit their caches to log their expe-
iences online and report any problems that they encounter. This may only work in Geo-Caching

ue to the pre-existing strong culture among its player base. More generally, they recommended
inimizing monitoring activities and offering in-game rewards engaging reviews. 
UrbanMatch [ 44 ] tasks players with finding the most representative photos related to locations

n Milan, Italy. Players are shown photos from a trusted source, and they need to link these photos
o a selection of other photos from non-trusted sources. The more that players couple a distrusted
hoto with a trusted one, the stronger the distrusted photo becomes in terms of qualifying to
epresent the location. Overall, 99.4% of links between a trusted source and a distrusted source
ere found to be correct. However, this approach suffers from the cold-start problem: what if

here are no trusted photos of a location to begin with? 
Lu and Arikawa [ 5 ] allowed players to create their own maps for the game. They found that the
aps created by their players were very impressive in terms of creativity and theming but lacked

ccuracy. Once again, this demonstrates the need for quality control over user-generated content.
Massung et al. [ 34 ] used a few simple rules to improve content quality. First, target information

as only accepted once validated by two independent users. Second, participants were able to
reate content only within 200 yards of their current location and able to rate others’ content just
nce per day. As a result of these rules, the quality of the data became very high. 
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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The need for quality control was also observed in CityExplorer, in which users were found to
alue factual information rather than opinion-based information [ 4 ]. This follows the general trend
f people reducing their use of social media and returning to more established and trusted media
utlets (see Andone et al. [ 58 ], Budak et al. [ 59 ], and Zannettou et al. [ 60 ]). Erlacher et al. [ 45 ]
iscussed a web-based portal for collecting and sharing locations, observing that quality strongly
epends on users’ local spatial knowledge and community willingness to verify the content that
tems from that knowledge. 

.4 Principles for Content Creation 

egardless of who generates the content, quality control represents a critical challenge that calls
or the formalization of certain principles. Currently, many games lack guidance with regard to
ow media content should be generated, resulting in significant variation in quality. FitzGerald
 40 ] presented guidelines for content creation in educational games that sought to capture peda-
ogical aspects, human-computer interactions, and environmental aesthetics with a focus on six
spects: landscape domain, type of communication, use of language/media related to the landscape,
nowledge level of content, contextual aspects, and types of interaction. 
Schito et al. [ 46 ] provided a six-step didactic planning framework for the integration of location-

ased games into practical teaching: (1) set the scope; (2) select a learning paradigm; (3) select
laces; (4) select a class structure; (5) develop learning material; and (6) seamlessly embed in the
yllabus. They expect games in this learning paradigm to be mainly repetitive; therefore, such
ames should mainly reuse existing teaching (pedagogical), allow offline capabilities (technical),
ean toward a constructive approach that entails group work, and be introduced in an interesting

anner, making participants eager to achieve the goals. 
Heljakka and Ihamäki [ 47 ] suggested guidelines regarding what to consider when designing ur-

an game adventures with potential learning goals in mind. The guidelines were designed based
n a story-telling game called Sigrid Secrets in the city of Pori on the west coast of Finland. They
eveloped three main guidelines: (1) design the goal and game mechanics to be easily under-
tood with a game length that matches player expectations without any background information;
2) cooperate with local authorities to ensure that identified physical installations will stay intact;
nd (3) design game characters to be approachable and child-friendly to ensure that players are
ot scared off by anything creepy. They consider mainly physical and technical pitfalls, such as

ack of WiFi, weather conditions, and how to consider needs for child players. 
Kultima [ 48 ] defined four criteria: acceptability, accessibility, simplicity, and flexibility. Accept-

bility means that the game’s processes are favored by a significant number of people. Three design
rinciples were crafted to fulfill this criterion: (1) game content matches the norms of the player’s
ocial context; (2) game avoids offensive topics like violence, sexuality, and explicit language; and
3) game uses mechanics such as building, collecting, nurturing, exploration, and collaboration in-
tead of destruction, killing, fighting, and survival. Among the other values, accessibility refers to
ognitive accessibility rather than physical accessibility at the game site. For example, the stories
resented at the locations should relate to the local social context. Simplicity calls, for example,
or easy-to-use interfaces. Finally, flexibility requires a game to be adaptable to various situations
hrough the facilitation of user-generated content and functional adjustments. 

Matyas et al. [ 6 ] introduced design patterns for users to consider during data collection. These
nclude two rules: (1) choose a GPS coordinate that certainly identifies the place; and (2) choose
 GPS coordinate that you think other players also chose. The idea of the second rule is to trick
sers into providing a more accurate location of the place. 
Söbke et al. [ 49 ] proposed a pervasive game design framework using Ingress as a case study.

hey found that the three main benefits of Ingress ’s gameplay are socializing, outdoor activities,
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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nd exploring the environment. While not firm guidelines for content creation, keeping these
enefits in mind may help developers create more tangible design principles. 
Oppermann and Slussareff [ 31 ] offered ten guidelines including safety and accessibility. Natural

oundaries like rivers and hills, and lack of GPS signals are factors that can limit accessibility.
martphones could also be limited in certain locations, such as saunas and cemeteries. They also
oted that location-based experiences must not be authored without visiting the location in person.
ven stories about the locations are best created when physically present at the location, even if
he content creator is a tour guide or a teacher with knowledge of the area. They also mentioned
eather limitations. 
Laato et al. [ 10 ] provided three factors to measure the quality of a target location: (1) its connec-

ion to real-world places, (2) its uniqueness and metadata, and (3) its placement. Uniqueness and
etadata refer to whether it has a unique name and image associated with it. Placement refers to

afety and accessibility issues. These three factors were used to compare manually created point-
f-interest databases against databases automatically created through open-street maps (OSM) .
Polson et al. [ 51 ] proposed three conceptual layers for game localization, noting the following

hree challenges: 

(1) How can (arbitrary) games be localized? 
(2) How can location-based games be re-localized? 
(3) How can environments be gamified? 

These and most other existing guidelines are too general and lack detailed instructions. Alter-
atively, they focus more on the game rules than the content. Many guidelines are available for
ducational games and storyline creation, but less attention has been paid to how to create me-
ia content for simpler treasure-hunt games. The next section presents a case study of O-Mopsi ,
ur orienteering game, to propose design principles for creating high-quality content with a fo-
us on media content. Finally, no matter what guidelines are provided for content creation, one
ust keep in mind that the most important aspect is still a simple and easy-to-use user interface,
ithout which there is no hope for success. 
Table 2 summarizes the proposed design principles in terms of their prominence in the existing

iterature, revealing that only accessibility has been widely considered by other researchers. The
thers—location clarity [ 2 ], identifiability [ 6 ], and lifetime [ 42 ]—have been covered only by a few
orks. Attractiveness has not been explicitly mentioned by any previous study. In summary, the

xisting quality criteria are mostly relevant but, overall, insufficient. 
The proposed principles closely resemble the quality criteria used in a community mapping

rogram called Niantic Wayfarer [ 61 ]: (1) a great place for exploration, exercise, or socialization
attractiveness); (2) permanent and identifiable place or object (identifiability, lifetime); (3) safe and
ublicly accessible (accessibility); and (4) accurate information (location clarity). 

 O-Mopsi 

-Mopsi ( http://cs.uef.fi/O-Mopsi ) is an orienteering game played outdoors by finding real-world
argets using a smartphone [ 3 ]. The game is similar to classical orienteering with a few key differ-
nces (see Figure 6 ). First, navigation is easier than in classical orienteering, which usually takes
lace in a forest that lacks houses, roads, and visible landmarks. O-Mopsi is generally played in
ities and parks, making it easier to play. Second, classical orienteering entails self-positioning
hrough the use of a compass and a paper map; in O-Mopsi , a player’s current location is always
isible on the smartphone, making navigation easier. 

What makes O-Mopsi challenging is that the order of the targets is not fixed. Players must op-
imize their tour without any guidance from the system (see Figure 7 ). This ordeal corresponds
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Table 2. Proposed Design Principles Covered in the Literature 

Publication Design principles 

Year Attractiveness Accessibility Location Identifiability Lifetime 

Clarity 

Matyas et al. [ 42 ] 2008 - - - - ✓ 

Kultima [ 48 ] 2009 - ✓ - - - 

Polson et al. [ 51 ] 2010 - - - - - 

Matyas et al. [ 6 ] 2011 - - - ✓ - 

Celino et al. [ 44 ] 2012 - - - - - 

Erlacher et al. [ 45 ] 2012 - - - - - 

Neustaedter et al. [ 2 ] 2013 - ✓ ✓ - - 

Massung et al. [ 34 ] 2013 - - - - - 

Lu and Arikawa [ 5 ] 2015 - - - - - 

Schito et al. [ 46 ] 2015 - - - - - 

Oppermann and Slussareff [ 31 ] 2016 - ✓ - - - 

Söbke et al. [ 49 ] 2017 - - - - 

Heljakka and Ihamäki [ 47 ] 2018 - - - - - 

Laato et al. [ 10 ] 2019 - ✓ - - - 

Arango-López et al. [ 56 ] 2021 - ✓ - - - 

Fig. 6. Classical orienteering (left) versus location-based orienteering in O-Mopsi (right). 
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o the traveling salesperson problem, which is well-known as a computationally difficult problem.
his means that even computers struggle to solve large-scale problems of this nature within a
easonable amount of time. However, small-scale problems featuring 10–20 targets serve as good
uzzles for humans, providing a challenge while still being enjoyable [ 52 ]. 
A target in O-Mopsi comprises a name, location, and photo. Finding a target is mentally reward-

ng and constitutes the main motivation to play the game [ 3 ]. Targets are automatically presented
n the map before the user starts moving. This helps the player to get a sense of their surround-
ngs and their objectives. The positive aspect of this game is that it encourages users to exercise
nd go outdoors, providing them with both physical and mental health benefits—far more than are
rovided by most videogames. To complete a game, the player must walk anywhere from 1 km to
everal kilometers. 

O-Mopsi was first launched in 2011 at the Science Festival in Joensuu (SciFest), an event aimed
t familiarizing school kids with science. Those who played the game loved it. The feedback from
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 7. Challenges in classical orienteering (left) and O-Mopsi (right). 

Fig. 8. Trip cycle of a traveler and how to get them involved in a sightseeing game. 
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sers at that festival made it clear that the game has the potential to become popular [ 3 ]. Three
laying modes have been considered: 

• Competitive gaming 

• Educational 
• Sightseeing 

O-Mopsi can also be used for sightseeing tours. When people travel, they may enjoy their the-
atic tours being framed as a game rather than a standard guided tour in a predefined order.
dditionally, with its easy-to-use interface for content creation, people can create their own tours

or others to play. Games can essentially be thematic tours across a city, attractions in a park, or
avorite places in the game creator’s hometown, enabling countless possibilities. Sightseeing tours
an be made easier by recommending a specific order with pre-defined start and end points while
till allowing for user-directed trip orders. 

Figure 8 shows a potential traveler scenario. After reading travel stories and seeing photos of
thers, the traveler decides to go on a trip. After booking the trip, she arrives at the destination
ithout a detailed plan for what to see. The traveler then opens O-Mopsi to look at recommended

ours and destinations. After a few hours of sightseeing, she ends the tour at a café (which may or
ay not be a part of the tour) to relax. After the trip, she can share the pictures she took on the

our through O-Mopsi to improve other users’ experiences. 
We recommend a distance of 100–400 m between targets. If targets are too close together, finding

he next one can be too easy, reducing the challenge and, in turn, the enjoyment. If targets are too
ar apart, users can get bored, especially if there are no navigational challenges along the route (see
igure 9 ). Game mechanics must include challenges [ 53 ]. A good game has a challenging layout to
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 9. General principles for designing O-Mopsi games; a campus game used in Joensuu Science Festival 
(SciFest) in 2014 (left); a sightseeing tour around Marina Bay in Singapore (right). 

Fig. 10. Three examples of tours with layouts that vary in difficulty. The grey numbers indicate difficulty as 
estimated by the greedy gap in [ 52 ], with higher values indicating greater challenges in terms of solving the 
optimal visit order. 
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rovide users with a non-trivial puzzle to find the best visit order. Figure 10 shows three examples.
reeport (easy) is trivial due to the linear structure of the targets. Tallinn short tour is generally
ell designed but has one notable outlier far away from the others. Players may be frustrated after
isiting all of the central targets only to find out that there is one more target far away. Niinivaara

4.11.2014 is the most balanced layout, as the targets are randomly distributed but equidistant to
ne another, making it a good puzzle. Can you find the optimal tour route? The solution is shown
t the end of this paper. 

Based on the experiments at SciFest [ 3 ], players strongly prefer shorter tours. Thus, the number
f targets should be relatively small, preferably from six to ten. Another potential way to improve
ser experiences is to make tours cyclical, enabling players to start at any point in a tour and
ltimately end the tour in that same spot or somewhere nearby. 
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 11. Five design principles for content creation in location-based games. 

Fig. 12. Targets in O-Mopsi (left) and one target and its components (right). 
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 DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR CONTENT CREATION 

n this section, we introduce our design principles (summarized in Figure 11 alongside potential
uidelines). They are intended for anyone involved in creating content for location-based games.
he principles are based on our long-term experience running O-Mopsi , which launched in 2011
t SciFest without any formal guidelines. At the time, we received some complaints about targets
eing unclear, unattractive, or difficult to reach. The inaccuracy of GPS signals caused unpleasant
aming experiences in some cases. As more games were created in the years that followed, atten-
ion was increasingly paid to content quality, and design principles were slowly born—but never
ormalized until now. 

A target comprises three components: name, location, and media content (see Figure 12 ). Loca-
ion is the most essential, as it defines where the player must go. In Pokémon GO, any accessible
ocation can be used so long as it is safe for pedestrians. However, the location should feature
n identifiable object for players to find. The name should be short (preferably just one or two
ords) and capture the essence of the target. Short names are easy to remember and fit better on

martphone screens. Names of commercial sites are generally acceptable, as they typically feature
hort and catchy terms (e.g., Gaude, Rosso, Starbucks). Statues and historical places often have
ong names (e.g., Terrace of the Lions, Spring Temple Buddha, Wat Phra Si Sanphet). If the mate-
ial comes from a database designed for another purpose, renaming targets may be necessary (see
igure 13 for a few examples). 

Targets in games like See It [ 54 ] and TidyCity [ 17 ] can survive without any name because the
oal in those games is to solve puzzles like “find this place ” based on some riddle. Media content
tself is easy to produce, but there are many pitfalls that only an experienced content creator can
etect. Anyone can take pictures, but few can take aesthetically satisfying pictures. Similarly, only
n application expert knows all criteria that need to be fulfilled. Note that short video clips can also
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 13. Names from a user-collected database in need of revisions. They should be short and specific to 
something tangible that players can easily identify at the location. 

Fig. 14. Examples of good targets. They do not need to be huge; they can also be small but clearly identifiable 
objects that have aesthetic value, represent something essential about the location, or feature information 

to guide onlookers and visitors. 
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e used instead of still pictures [ 54 ]. Media content should be appropriate for its game’s purpose,
pplication area, and target group and include only necessary information [ 55 ]. While the layout
f the game is also important, this paper is focused on the quality of individual targets rather than
he overall entity that they form. 

Next, we discuss the five design principles in detail, using real targets from the O-Mopsi tar-
et database as examples to demonstrate the principles. These targets have been created both by
dmins and by crowdsourcing. 

.1 Attractiveness 

he quality of a target depends mostly on the motivations of the tour and the preferences of the
layer. For a sightseeing tour, statues and landmarks are obvious targets. However, thematic tours
ay include lesser-known locations as targets. Figure 14 shows a few examples of typical targets

uitable for both gaming and sightseeing. 
The statue of Johan Strauss in Vienna represents a prominent person in the city’s history. The

eading girl statue in Công Viên Thống Nhất park in Hanoi represents the learning culture in
ietnam. The sea museum in Vaasa represents the city’s extensive maritime history. Sometimes,
owever, the content itself is not incredibly important. For example, if a tour is more oriented
oward puzzle-solving or wandering in nature, targets can be any recognizable objects, even in-
luding something like a sign. 
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 15. Accessibility can be limited by forbidden areas (Flamingos), seasonal blockades (Hut), and periodic 
events that limit free access (Horse racetrack). 
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A lot of games have been built around a specific location and, therefore, cannot be easily trans-
ated to other places, as they rely on a particular set of stories and knowledge. Examples of such
ames are Hidden Lion in Anping, Taiwan [ 26 ], See It in Vancouce, Canada [ 54 ], Museum Scrabble

n Zakynthos, Greece [ 27 ], and O-Munaciedd in Matera, Italy [ 22 ]. Creating a new tour in O-Mopsi

equires only limited local knowledge. However, as highlighted in [ 38 ], location experts are likely
o provide better content than non-locals. This is important, as people have been shown to favor
actual information [ 4 ]. 

However, knowledge of the local area is not enough. We expect that a skillful and experienced
ontent creator would make a better tour around a place they’ve visited just once than a local
xpert who lacks design skills and creativity. Having clear guidelines can help in this regard. 

.2 Accessibility 

ccessibility is important, as it involves safety and accessibility of locations. Targets should not be
laced on private property, dangerous areas (e.g., highways), or pedestrian paths where intensive
martphone usage would be a safety risk. The outdoor accessibility is not always obvious, as shown
y the examples in Figure 15 . Otherwise, there are no major limitations on what places can be
onsidered. 

Indoor targets should also be avoided, as current GPS-enabled positioning technology often
ecomes unreliable indoors. Figure 16 presents a few possible exceptions to this rule. The Trade-
lay statue is in a lobby close to the main entrance, the idea being that players would register
he target upon seeing it. In practice, however, the target is caught before the lobby door even
pens or it is not caught at all due to GPS failure. The same applies to the Starbucks Christmas
ecorations in the lobby of Fusionopolis in Singapore. While it makes for an attractive target that
s visible through the glass doors, it is a bit too far indoors to be reachable using GPS. The picture
f the Shop target is taken from the entrance of the shop, which doesn’t run into any GPS issues—
owever, that effectively constitutes an outdoor target at that point. 
While Kowloon Park in Hong Kong is open to the public, the area featuring flamingos is like

 zoo and prevented from pedestrian access by wrench. Sometimes, a lack of access is seasonal,
uch as the snow blockade in front of the Hut. Sometimes, the place is seemingly open but holds
eekly events that hinder free access (Horse track race). There are also places like Tallinn Old

own having inner yards that are accessible during the daytime but closed in the evenings, which
hould also be considered. 
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 16. Indoor targets are usually not accessible. In the future when positioning technology matures this 
can change. 
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.3 Location Clarity 

n O-Mopsi , a target is accepted as visited once the player is within 20 meters of the recorded
ocation [ 3 ]. This acceptance is confirmed by playing a brief fanfare. Some games require explicit
onfirmation, such as a photo of the target [ 15 ] or asking questions to which the answer can be
ound only within the vicinity of the target [ 23 ]. Geo-Caching uses this option a lot. For example,
 question can be “what year is on the memorial statue ”. O-Mopsi has only ever used or considered
utomatic recognition. In this section, we discuss how this impacts target creation. The following
ases—at the least—must be considered: 

• Big buildings 
• Photo-taking location vs. actual location 

• Clarity of media content 
• Positional accuracy 

Big buildings pose a challenge for automated target acceptance. One problem is that the player
ust reach an exact location (within 20 meters). However, in cases of big buildings, this is not

arge enough, and it may not be clear to players where they should go. Another problem is that
he position of the photo is typically automatically recorded at the location where the photo was
aken—not the location of the target itself. 

There are a few potential solutions to the first problem. One is to select a smaller detail from
he target, such as a statue near the front door of the building (Science Park) or the sacristy door
Sakasti) of the church (see Figure 17 ). Sometimes, it may still be okay to have an entire object
s a target when it is obvious that the player is expected to visit the front door. A few tricks can
e applied to achieve this implication. First, the picture of Kol Sherif (cathedral in Kazan, Russia)
n Figure 18 is taken in such a way, with an upward angle, that reaching its viewpoint requires
he player to get near the front door. Second, the picture of Hotel du Theater (hotel in Zürich)
ontains a musical key, which is visible only at the front door; the player cannot find this relief
ithout being at the correct spot. 
For the second problem, the solution is a manual fix (see Figure 19 ). In the case of the tall spruce,

he player may reach the target, but the game may not recognize the arrival if the target is ap-
roached from the opposite direction. Alternatively, the visit may be recognized prematurely if
pproached from the photo-taking direction. In the case of the bridge, putting the location on one
nd of the bridge would mean that its recognition clearly depends on the direction from which it
s approached. Thus, putting the location in the middle of the bridge is likely the best compromise.
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Fig. 17. Large buildings as targets pose challenges. Choosing smaller objects near large buildings is one 
possible tactic. 

Fig. 18. The positioning problem of big buildings can be handled by choosing suitable viewpoints so that it 
is obvious from the picture where players are supposed to go. 
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Beyond distant pictures, Figure 20 presents some other position-related problems. The first pic-
ure depicts a nice sunset, but the actual target is entirely unclear. In fact, the actual image is of
oensuu Areena —not Science Park as is falsely marked. This example shows the clear need for
uality control in cases of user-generated content. In case of Mansikkasaari (Strawberry Island),
t is not clear whether the player is meant to visit the island in which the picture is taken, or the
ed building across the strait. Clarity is an important consideration when designing targets. 

.4 Identifiability 

igure 21 shows examples of unclear targets. Three of the pictures were taken without even visit-
ng the target. Palloilukeidas (sports oasis) may have been taken for different purposes, or the user
ust wanted to keep their shoes dry. The motivation behind the Art Museum and Pizza Special pic-
ures was merely fast content creation to obtain rewards for crowdsourced data collection without
onsidering quality. Tiiliseinä (brick wall) may serve as a valid target; its image is a puzzle-like pic-
ure that is seemingly unclear but becomes apparent once the player has reached the target. The
mage also suffers from a secondary issue of having extremely high camera resolution, causing
CM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 19. Examples of targets that are well described by a distant photo but where the photo-taking position 

differs significantly from the target position. These all require manual adjustments. 

Fig. 20. Examples of problematic targets stemming from a lack of clarity or accessibility. 
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elays for users due to long downloading time of the target information. All these cases demon-
trate the importance of quality control in reward-based crowdsourcing. 

Section 5.3 considered the case of an overly large target, but small targets can also be problem-
tic. Since visits are digitally recorded using a 20-meter threshold, players can reach a target in the
ame before actually seeing it. Thus, being identifiable cannot be a purpose in and of itself. For
xample, small details in Figure 22 could be used in the target names, but only if the picture would
how the, for example, entire statue (Memorial statue) or service box (Pömpeli). In other words,
he combination of the name and picture making the target identifiable is sufficient even if they
ould not do so individually. The third example (Oak) is also too small. It will either grow big or
ie; in both cases, the picture eventually becomes outdated. 
Examples of suitable targets for treasure-hunt games—“recognizable objects”—are shown in

igure 22 . All of them must be searched for a bit but will ultimately become visible once a player
pproaches their vicinity. This adds to the challenge and makes them good targets in puzzle-like
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 19, No. 5s, Article 165. Publication date: May 2023. 
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Fig. 21. Examples of unclear targets that occur when using crowdsourcing without proper quality control. 

Fig. 22. Examples of overly small details (unidentifiable objects) not visible from 20 meters away versus 
examples of identifiable objects. 
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ames. Some of them may pose problems related to their lifetime though. For example, mailboxes
re slowly becoming outdated and expected to disappear sooner or later, while the wheel was a
ecoration adorning a private house and has been already removed at the time of writing this
aper. 
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Fig. 23. Examples of natural objects that have been used as targets. In some cases, the view is unique, in 

other cases, the name is vital. Sometimes, their combination makes the target identifiable. 
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Sometimes, it may not be easy to find any easily identifiable targets in the local area. This is
specially true when it comes to natural objects (see Figure 23 ). None of the targets is clearly rec-
gnizable without a context. Portofino (Italy) is a spot along hilly forest trails where it is basically
mpossible (or at least dangerous) to deviate from the designated trail. For this reason, the target
ill simply be found by following the trail—it is effectively impossible to miss given the scene. The
ater spring (Vadodara, India) also relies on seeing it from the certain perspective. Kowloon Park

Hong Kong) is large, but the picture only depicts the park’s entrance, making it a unique location.
Sometimes, an image alone is not sufficient to identify a target. However, a target can be made

dentifiable by considering the description that comes alongside its image. For example, the name
nder maple tree could not effectively guide a player to a complete tree; however, a player can
onsider the perspective depicted in the picture and find the spot from which it was taken, ulti-
ately bringing them underneath a maple tree and able to identify the target. Sometimes, there is
o chance to identify a target, and the only choice is to describe the surrounding and expect the
layer simply to reach the marked location. For example, the Maple tree is just one of many such
rees, and the trail along which it resides continues throughout the forest. However, since nothing
lse is around that tree, such compromises sometimes need to be made, with players forced to
each precise locations without being guided by any unique landmark. 

.5 Lifetime of a Target 

he lifetime of a target must be considered, especially for tours that are not constantly monitored
nd updated. Figure 24 presents a few examples. The lifetimes of cafés and restaurants are sur-
risingly short. While popular and well-established chains may exist for a long time, most new
nes survive only a year or a few years. Vero Café (Klaipeda, Lithuania) in the picture is one of
he rare examples; it has been operational since 2012. Tours designed for short-term events like
ciFest can even use temporary objects like snow, which melts fast even in Finland. The target
rafiti is already removed as graffiti in general are not tolerated in most cities. Cars in private

ettings can be moved at the owner’s discretion without notice. Finally, questions about whether
 flag is hanging at Cinquantenaire Park in Brussels everyday requires local knowledge. 

The issue of lifetime is less critical if the content is regularly monitored. One difficulty for
layer review is that players cannot review target content without actually visiting that target
 2 ]. Another issue is that the review rate is usually low. More than 50% of targets in general garner
o reviews whatsoever according to [ 6 ]. Missing targets should be easy to recognize and report.
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Fig. 24. The lifetime of an object is an issue that must be considered. All the target examples are here are 
attractive and easily recognizable, but do they still exist tomorrow? 
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owever, frustrated players are more likely to just quietly walk away instead of sending error
eports. For these reasons, the lifetime of targets should be considered already when the target is
reated. 

 VALIDATION OF THE PRINCIPLES 

o validate the proposed design principles, we conducted a small-scale survey (five participants)
amiliar with O-Mopsi either as a developer or player. We sent invitations via email, and partici-
ants could complete the survey remotely on their own time. There were no financial (or any other
ind of) incentives to complete the survey. The participants joined mainly due to their interest in
he topic, loyalty to the development team, or willingness to support research. 

The participants were presented with 45 target examples from this paper in no specific order
nd asked to rate all of them. One participant only rated 35 targets. They were asked to identify
hich of the five design principles applies to each target. The participants had no prior knowledge
f the design principles. The interface of the web survey is shown in Figure 25 . 
We counted the votes that each target received for each principle, resulting in a number from

 to 5 based on how many of the respondents had selected this principle for the target. We then
ompared the results with our presumption of each target’s fit with the principles. For example,
e expected all of the examples in Figure 23 to not meet the long-lifetime principle and, in turn, to

eceive low scores on this principle. Below, we summarize the main observations from the survey.
Attractiveness: All the targets listed as examples of attractiveness example received 2 votes

r more. Especially statues and sightseeing landmarks all received 4 or 5 votes. The residential
uildings and shops, however, received only 0 or 1 vote. Despite this, they all were used in real
ames and considered useful for gameplay purposes even if not rated as attractive. 

Accessibility: Only three examples violating this principle were shown. However, the survey
articipants did not identify with this principle, as two of these targets (Trade Play Statue and
tarbucks) were given 3 votes. Shop received only 1 vote. The responses would have likely been
ifferent had more obviously problematic safety-related examples (e.g., a highway) been provided.
Clarity of location: We provided 13 examples from Section 5.3 . The clearly distant targets

Art Museum, Portofino) and target (Mansikkasaari) received few votes (0 or 1), but the other
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Fig. 25. Sample target in the web survey. Participants clicked the principles that they felt applied to this 
target. 
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xamples from Figure 19 each received 3 votes, meaning that they did not raise concern. The
xamples assumed to be good, all received 3 or 4 votes with the exception of Spruce (1 vote),
hich was thought to be unclear. A few other examples assumed to be bad cases for the next
rinciple, received a low number of votes. Otherwise, the survey results confirmed well the
rinciple. 
Identifiability: Section 5.4 contains 18 examples in total. This was the least agreed-upon princi-

le, as all targets received votes even if it was only used as a counterexample. The only exceptions
onfirming the principle were Pömpeli and Tiiliseinä (brickwall). One reason for this is that we se-
ected examples from real games and, despite them being imperfect, they were deemed to be good
nough. Another reason is that all participants were local and knew local places already (which
onstituted 7 of the 18 examples), which may have influenced their votes. Furthermore, as this
rinciple is strongly correlated to location clarity (Pearson = 0.75), we conclude that this principle
s likely redundant. 

Lifetime of a target: This was the most agreed-upon principle. Of the six examples in Section
.5 , five received no votes at all. The only exception is the Vero Café, which received two votes.
his is understandable, as it still exists. The other short-lifespan examples ( Leaf and Wheel) from

he other principles did not receive any votes either. In contrast, all other targets received some
otes: 0.33 on average. 

In summary, the lifetime of a target and location clarity were the most agreed-upon principles
mong the survey respondents despite them rarely being considered in the literature [ 2 , 6 ]. Acces-
ibility has received the most attention in the literature [ 2 , 10 , 31 , 48 , 56 ] but was hardly addressed
n our survey. One reason for this is that the data lacked blatantly unsafe locations, and the game
reators considered this principle to be adequately implicit. Furthermore, the indoor targets were
ot considered to be an issue, with players seemingly assuming that indoor targets function well
nough. Most O-Mopsi games and targets were created in an era in which accurate positioning
elied mainly on GPS signal, and indoor targets were to be avoided. 
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 CONCLUSIONS 

e have presented a carefully selected set of design principles for high-quality content creation
n treasure-hunt location-based games and sightseeing tours. An enjoyable gaming experience
argely depends on content quality, which requires developers to be aware of common design
itfalls. This paper focused on individual targets, meaning that it did not address overall target

ayout and game design. The proposed design principles were derived from our experience running
he O-Mopsi orienteering game over the years. 

A target normally comprises three elements: name, location, and media content. The name of
he target should be short and capture the essence of the target. The location can be any landmark
r easily identifiable object. The media content can be an image or even a short video. While
nyone can take pictures, only an experienced content creator or application expert may know all
he criteria to generate high-quality content. Knowing a local area is not enough; aesthetic sense is
lso required. We introduced five key design principles to consider while crafting in-game targets:
ttractiveness, accessibility, location clarity, identifiability, and lifetime of a target. 

Targets do not need to be large landmarks so long as they are recognizable objects, such as stat-
es, guiding signs, or even nameplates. Target location requires serious consideration, especially

n cases of big buildings. To avoid player frustration in terms of finding the right way to approach
he building, using smaller details near the building or a notable part of a building rather than
he whole building is recommended. Location may require manual tuning, as the photo spot and
he actual location may differ significantly. Forbidden or dangerous areas like private yards and
ighways must be avoided. 
Targets should also be easy to identify. Overly small targets are discouraged, as players may

each them before even seeing them. A target should be visible once a player is in its vicinity.
lacing targets indoors is not recommended, as GPS signals often perform poorly indoors. The

ifetime of a target must also be considered. Tours designed for short-term events can use tempo-
ary objects, but targets used in normal long-term tours require regular monitoring by developers
r players. Of course, continuous support from players is only possible once the game reaches a
ertain level of maturity. 

The main limitation of the proposed principles is that they may not be sufficiently concrete for
nexperienced content creators. Not everyone is born with an understanding of effective style, es-
ecially given that style is inherently subjective. Design skills are still necessary. However, through
hese design principles, one can still avoid the biggest mistakes in content creation, increasing their
hances of garnering positive user experiences through the provision of high-quality content. The
rinciples could be more concrete to guide users in the creation of high-quality content. For future
ork, we aim to implement the proposed principles in a real game environment. 
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PPENDIX 

he optimal solution for the task given in Section 3 . 
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